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Dieter Binder, naturopath and spiritual healer from Essen, now and then demonstrates his 

extraordinary abilities: “You have a headache on the left side of your head. Your left breast has been 

amputated. Damage to left hip – inherited from your great-great- grandmother on the mother’s side. 

Stabbing pain in left knee.” This is how he for instance made a diagnosis during a seminar in Herne 

by scanning someone’s aura. Apparatuses to aid in the diagnosis are largely superfluous.  

 

Dieter Binder sees illnesses with his naked eyes! 

 

The author of this article has him to thank for his regained health after doctors couldn’t help me. He 

gave me my present health with the help of ENERGY TRANSFERS, hypnosis and other alternative 

treatment methods. Even the psychic healers in the Philippines that I visited couldn’t help me. Dieter 

Binder made my life complete again. 

 

The wondrous POWER within this man grows from day to day. “Why is this so?” I asked him. “One 

does not look a gift horse in the mouth” he answered with a smile.  

 

I managed to convince him to conduct three seminars for the “Academy for Esoteric r. a.” (A 

registered association in Germany), because such an extraordinary ability should not be kept from 

the public. “I sometimes get startled myself about the INFORMATION that I receive from the 

WORLD of the SPIRIT.” Binder confessed “and it is sometimes so accurate that it borders on the 

miraculous.” The healer from Essen embodies positive thought. Something that springs to my mind 

is that a lot of depressed and suicidal people could regain a positive outlook on life through him.  
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Binder is an esoteric of a special calibre. Jokes that sometimes cross the boundary of decency bubble 

up from within him, they are designed to cheer up the people around him. This might be followed 

by concentrated silence in order to allow symptoms of illnesses to flow through his arms into the 

cosmos if that is required. He grabs the person in front of him by both hands in the process. I felt as 

if he sucked all the things that did not belong to me out of me.  

 

When the man from Swabia looks at somebody or concentrates on somebody, something akin to a 

movie runs in front of his eyes showing the past – and partially also the future – life history of the 

person concerned.  

 

Wisdoms that one usually only acquires through years of studying books and attending seminars 

have been voiced by Binder for years and his words can later be found again in esoteric books. One 

should get to know this human being.  

 

Citation – Dieter Binder: 

 
“I accept every person with LOVE in my heart, because body, spirit and soul are one unit. And those I 

meet with LOVE will also give my LOVE in return.” 

 

When the healer was a child he did not notice any special abilities – as was the case with some of 

his also well-known colleagues. These abilities only came to the fore during the last number of 

years.   
 

Spiritual healing is still forbidden in West Germany unless the healer is a doctor or a naturopath. 

Dieter Binder is a qualified naturopath and this protects him from legal complications. Who would 

dare to tell one who has been spiritually healed that spiritual healing does not exist? – How many 

hidden talents for spiritual healing may there be out there that are not allowed to practise their 

abilities because they are not naturopaths or doctors? One sometimes hears about legal convictions 

of somebody who healed someone even though they were legally not allowed to do so.             

 

What nonsense to forbid someone to heal! 

 

Can healing be bad? 

 

“He who heals is right” has been the motto of our journal for the last two issues. It is about time for 

German spiritual healers – as they can in England – to gain access to hospitals in order to support 

doctors in their endeavours. This is therefore not a campaign against doctors. – On the contrary! All 

such co-operation can only benefit patients. Those that know the situation in regards to education at 

universities can naturally observe that a lot of important things are unfortunately not imparted.  

 

One thing should be emphasised here once more: As every illness is an indication to the person 

concerned that something is not in order with their mental/spiritual situation, it is naturally not Dieter 

Bender’s first priority to heal. His first priority is to help patients to find emotional peace; this will 

keep all illnesses at bay.  
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